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TITLE: Empowering Human Trafficked Victims to take back their lives
Recommendations to the Government:
1. Develop a universal human trafficking program for victims to be identified or to selfcontact for immediate extraction from the situation moving victim to a safe house specifically
for human trafficked persons providing required individual resources for victim to transition
back into their preferred quality of life.
2. Ensure victims’ rights to file litigation against their assailants are upheld by the support of
the court.
3. Create a 3rd party over site task force to monitor the law enforcement, judicial systems
and government programs to ensure the victims are processed thru the court system lawfully.
UPR Stakeholder Kelly Miller Synopsis:
Stakeholder, Kelly Miller, by and through membership of the United States Human Rights
Network hereby address this Universal conference of Human Rights held by the United Nations
during this the 2020 Universal Periodic Review.
Sex trafficking violates women’s right to life, liberty and security of person. The
fundamental individual right to life, liberty and security of person is reflected in
Article 3 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) and Article 6 of the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR). The Inter-American
Convention on the Prevention, Punishment and Eradication of Violence Against Women,
Chapter 11, Article 3 provides for the right of women to be free from violence within
both the public and private spheres, specifically listing “trafficking in persons” as a
form of violence against women regardless of whether it involves the knowledge or
acquiescence of state agents.
UDHR Article 5 provides No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or
degrading treatment or punishment. Each day actors of the government, law
enforcement and judicial system act as a unified collective “under the color of the
law” utilizing law enforcement and Mafia (Masonic) tactics to withhold and limit
victims’ rights and commit direct retaliation and physical assault to silence victims for
sport, entertainment and profit. Actors unlawfully block, intercept and limit targeted
victim’s communication to prevent exposure of crimes and maintain victim is
segregated and isolated to continue inhuman cruel acts of torture associated with
human trafficking. Violations are commonplace, condoned and practiced as Actors
censor victim’s ability to communicate thru u s mail, social media, their personal
telephone communications etc.
The American government continually fails its women and children in upholding these
human rights by looking the other way and colluding with known criminal allies to aid
and abet in maintaining targeted persons in trafficking positions instead of releasing
them from suffrage.

